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BLE adapter support - Added support for J1939 - you'll need a compatible adapter and select the J1939 protocol from the vehicle profile (advanced) settings - Pin-addresses users can now store data around the world, or profile on the vehicle - Added features IEEE754 FLOAT32 (A:B:C:D) and FLOAT64
(A:B:D:D:D:G:G:G:H) Added new features - INT16 (A:B), INT24 (A:B:C), INT32 (A:B:C:D), MIN (A:B) and MAX (A:B) - Added BIT feature (A:1) for bit operations - deprecates use a:1 - Updated themes/card servers/widgets See, what your car is doing in real time, get OBD error codes, Car performance, sensor data and
more! Torque is a vehicle/performance car/diagnostic tool and scanner that uses an OBD II Bluetooth adapter to connect to the engine control OBD2/ECULayout your own dashboard with widgets / Torque Pro Apk - Torque Is a Torque App that is used to test the performance and diagonal of the vehicle or car. It is also
used as a scanner. You can check the vehicle information in real time using the Torque app. It works with the OBD 2 Bluetooth adapter. This device is connected to a single/with OBD 2 engine control or ECU. It also uses GPS, which helps track logs. Just like Scantool, the Pro Apk 2020 Torque can reset DTC. Using
torque the user can fix problems concerning vehicles. File Information: App Title Torque Pro Version 1.8.199 Uses as a Vehicle Tool and Scanner Requirement Android Device App Size 6MB Developer Ian Hawkins Last update June 2, 2018 App Package org.prowl.torque Rooting is not required Category
CommunicationTorque Pro Apk Download Apk is a corrected version of the torque. It has additional features compared to the old version. More updates and latest releases, features nowhere. Interested users can download Torque Pro Apk 2020 the latest version from the attached link. Its features and installation guide
are in the section below. Please follow the installation process step by step. Then use the app and enjoy its benefits. This helps in viewing engine data in Google Earth.Using Torque Pro Car performance, sensor data, On Board Diagnostics (OBD) fault codes and real-time information about the car is known. OBD is
nothing short of a report on self-diagnosis of the car. To take advantage of all these benefits, the user can download Torque Pro Apk 1.8.199 the latest version on your device. Currently, It is readily available, and more details are mentioned here. Features Torque Pro Apk 2020 Can Read Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
Emissions. Dynometer and Horsepower.It automatically sends GPS tagged tweets to Twitter.It sends log information to the Internet or email. The dashboards and profiles are configured.Full database of fault code to check from different manufacturers. With the help of Torque Pro Apk 2020 you can read Transfer
Temperatures.Using the plug-in track recorder, you can have a video of your journey. It requires a black box for your The exact speed of the car is known using Torque Pro.Themes can be modified to view your database in a different format. In night driving time, there is an object HUD (Heads Up Display) MPGOne can
share screenshots on social media like Facebook, Twitter, Google, Email and more. GPS tracking and vehicle speed downloaded online. It supports the car's docking station. The Torque Pro Apk latest version works on tablet devices such as Dell Streak, Motorola Xoom, Samsung Galaxy Tab and more. Vehicles that
support MAP and MAF sensors have Turbo boost features. Warnings and alarms were on. Torque Pro InfographicTorque Pro Apk Features In 1.8.199 The latest version Is an updated icon on the screen. This Apk fixes all previous problems. It updates the Bluetooth device option. The user can add a battery level to the
Android device. It records complaints and ECU's. It has a lot of extra features and 1.8.199 is a modded version of torque. This app is often updated with different characteristics. Registration of information, topics, database of fault code, real-time information and more vehicle is analyzed using Torque Pro Latest. All
Android users can also check out another Mini Militia Pro Apk app for the game. Users using this app are very happy with its unique features. In night driving mode as well, it has additional features. All bugs are solved from older versions of torque. Full details and details of Torque are listed here. All users can check and
download Torque Pro. The latest version of 1.8.199 now has new features and is discussed above. Download the Torque Pro Apk 2020 Latest VersionTorque Apk app works on any vehicle that supports the OBD 2 standard. This feature is now available for all vehicles that have been manufactured since 1996. The OBD
standard is visible on the engine compartment with the label. Thus, all users when checking the features and interested in using the app can download Torque Pro Apk 2020 here. Now here we also provide a list of car companies that support the app. These are Toyota, Skoda, Honda, Nissan, KIA Mazda, Lexus, Ford
VW, Mercedes, Audi, Jeep, Volkswagen, Hyundai, BMW, Jaguar, Subaru, Chrysler and many others. Download Torque Pro ApkThe app also needs a Bluetooth OBD 2 adapter to work with the vehicle. It is so small and it connects the car with your mobile phone. Using this apk file is so easy and easy to access. It is also
safe to use on your mobile phone. In here also provide some of the best OBD 2 adapters. This is Bluetooth ELM327, OBD Key, Scantool and more. You can also browse the list from the Internet and purchase it. The Torque Pro Apk 2020 latest version is often updated, adding more extra features to attract users. The app
was last updated on June 2, 2018 and developed by Ian Hawkins. For more information about this apk app you can check out the updates here. Also, check out more updates on apkbooster.com for more Android Android To install Pro Apk torque for AndroidFundamentally, you must include unknown sources on your
Android device. So the device allows the user to download any file from third-party sources. Now, after downloading the Torque Pro Apk file, just open and start installing the installation by clicking the installation button. Then after the installation is complete, just open the running app on your smartphone. Now the user
can enjoy all its features. Hope that the content we have collected and displayed will help you a lot. Thank you for saving time visiting our site and taking a look at it. If you want an Android and iOS app that can test your car aur your bike performance and diagonal, so torque pro APK is one of the best solutions for you,
and this torque pro-APK also has a scanner, and a few more features are also included in the app and it's one of the best tools for vehicles. Details of torque pro APK. Torque Pro APK is a vehicle tool app, and this app is available in the Play Store as well, or this app works in Android and iOS both platforms, the rating of
this APK is 3.8/5, it's a very good rating aur 1M downloads this APK already exists, the developer of this torque pro APK is Ian Hawkins, In-Play Store, if you want to download this app, so I tell you it's a paid app, but if you download through our link, so you use this app for free. Information about torque about APK. This
app Measuring BHP, Torque 0-60 Clear Car OBD malfunctions View engine data in Google Earth, you can see what your car is doing in real time, get OBD malfunction codes, car performance, data sensor and torque pro APK use in GPS to provide tracker logs with OBD engine registration so you can see what you were
doing at any given time. More information on torque pro APK. Torque Pro APK can also show and reset the DTC/CEL/fault code as a scanning tool. Helps you fix your car and helps keep repair costs down and running on vehicles, made by Ford, VW, GM/Vauxhall/Opel, Chrysler, Mercedes, Volkswagen, Audi, Jaguar,
Citroen, Peugeot, Skoda, Kia, Mazda, Lexus, Subaru, Renault, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Honda, Hyundai, BMW, Toyota, Seat, Dodge, Jeep, Pontiac and many other vehicles, European, Far East, USA, USA, etc. Features of torque pro APK. Automatically send GPS tagged tweets directly to Twitter. Massive code database to
find fault codes from different manufacturers. CO2 emissions reading. New customizable dashboards and profiles. Send information about magazines online or email CSV/KML for analysis through Excel/OpenOffice reader. AIDL API for third-party applications, a simple Telnet interface for developers to talk to the
adapter, and the OBD scanner. You can share screenshots on Facebook, Twitter, Google, Email, etc. / Audi / Seat, etc. supported). Compass (BASED GPS) that will not suffer magnetic interference. This app is completely safe for your device. If you like this torque pro APK crack version and you want to download this
app, so torque pro APK download link I'll give you the next paragraph. Also, I give you some other types of installation procedures and some download process for your help so download this torque pro APK and use this app as well as tell us how much you like this app through your comment. Torque Pro Apk Torque
Name Pro APK Size 12MB Version 1.8.199 Sets 1,000,000 Required Android 4.1 and up developer Visit website Also Download all in one toolkit pro KLWP Pro APK How to install Apk? The installation is the same as the other apk installation process. Download the apk from GivenMake sure Included Unknown Sources.
Download apk from givenClick on Install.Open AppEnjoy app PERMISSIONS REQUIRED: read the contents of your USB storagemodify or remove the contents of your USB storageretrieve runs appsread phone status and identityread phone status and identityrecord audioview Wi-Fi connections read the contents in
your USB storagemodify or delete the contents of your USB storagefind account on devicefind account to devicereceive data from the Internet change your audio settings Wi-Fi Multicast receptionfull network accessprevent device from sleepingView network connection with Bluetooth devices
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